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ABSTRACT
Glycated hemoglobin is currently the gold standard for assessment of long-term glycemic control and response to medical treatment in patients with diabetes. Glycated hemoglobin, however, does not address fluctuations in blood glucose. Glycemic variability (GV) refers to fluctuations in blood glucose levels. Recent clinical data indicate that GV is associated with increased risk of hypoglycemia, microvascular and macrovascular complications, and mortality in patients with diabetes, independently of glycated hemoglobin level. The use of continuous glucose monitoring devices has markedly improved the assessment of GV in clinical practice and facilitated the assessment of GV as well as hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia events in patients with diabetes. We review current concepts on the definition and assessment of GV and its association with cardiovascular complications in patients with type 2 diabetes.

INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is a serious chronic disease with a prevalence of 9.3% in adults aged 20–79 years, and the global projection shows an increase of more than 50% in the next 25 years in the USA.1 People with diabetes have two to three times higher probability of developing cardiovascular disease and death compared with individuals without diabetes. The life expectancy is reduced to 6–7 years in people with diabetes over 40 years of age, and this reduction is doubled in patients with established cardiovascular disease.2–5

Glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) is currently the gold standard for assessment of glycemic control and response to therapy in patients with type 1 (T1D) and type 2 (T2D) diabetes. During the past three decades, a large number of epidemiological studies have shown that high HbA1c is an important risk indicator of diabetic complications. In addition, several studies have reported that reduction in HbA1c is associated with a significant reduction in microvascular complications (retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy), as well as decreased cardiovascular risk and diabetes-related mortality.6–9 Based on these studies, major diabetes organizations have set treatment goals of HbA1c ranging from 6.5% to 7.5% for most patients with diabetes depending on the presence of complications, risk of hypoglycemia, life expectancy, disease duration, patient preferences, and available resources.10–12

While HbA1c reflects previous 3-month glycemic control, it does not address short-term glycemic variability (GV) or daily fluctuations in blood glucose levels or hypoglycemic events. In recent years, the importance of considering GV when optimizing treatment regimens has received increasing interest in clinical practice.13 High GV has been associated with increased risk of hypoglycemia,13–16 reduced patient psychological well-being and quality of life,17 and increased risk of cardiovascular disease18–20 and mortality in patients with T2D.21–25 Although the underlying mechanisms are not completely understood, increasing evidence indicates that daily fluctuations in blood glucose are associated with endothelial dysfunction,23–25 inflammation and oxidative stress,22 24 factors associated with the pathogenesis of vascular damage and atherosclerosis.

There is currently no consensus on the use of metrics to assess GV. The use of capillary blood glucose testing by self-monitored blood glucose (SMBG) and continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) represent useful tools to assess GV to help clinicians and patients overcome the limitations of HbA1c in diabetes management. In this review, we discuss the definition, assessment of GV and its association with cardiovascular complications in patients with T2D.

DEFINITIONS AND METHODS OF ASSESSMENT
Definition
Glycemic variability refers to swings in blood glucose levels; it means the oscillations that occur throughout the day, including episodes of hypoglycemia and postprandial hyperglycemia.13 26 27 Clinical data on GV assess short-term—both intraday and day-to-day GV—as well as long-term GV based on fluctuations in
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blood glucose after weeks or months assessed by HbA1c, SMBG and CGM data.

The introduction of CGM sensors in 1999 revolutionized blood glucose monitoring and has provided a better way to assess GV in patients with diabetes. 22 The high number of glucose SMBG and greatly increasing the information on glucose every 1–5 min, mitigating the need for multiple capillary SMBG and greatly increasing the information on glucose fluctuations and trends. 22 The high number of glucose values throughout the day and night helps clinicians and individuals with diabetes to overcome the limitations of SMBG and HbA1c. The main CGM metrics reported with CGM use are time spent in the glycemic target range or time in range (TIR) of 70–180 mg/dL, time above range >180 mg/dL, time spent below range or hypoglycemia (<70 mg/dL and <54 mg/dL), and GV expressed as coefficient of variation (CV). Recently, several organizations published consensus statements on the role of CGM and the specific metrics to use for assessing overall glycemic management, hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia, and GV. 30

There are three basic types of CGM devices: ‘real-time’ CGM devices, which continuously track glucose concentrations in the interstitial fluid; ‘intermittent’ CGM devices, which show continuous glucose measurements retrospectively at the time the patient or the physician checks the data; and ‘diagnostic’ CGM, which the patient is blinded to and is intended to inform the physician about the patient’s blood glucose levels in their day-to-day lives. 15 All three types of CGM provide detailed information about GV.

Methods of GV assessment

GV has emerged as an important tool in the evaluation of glycemic control, which may be a better predictor of complications than average glucose by SMBG and HbA1c values. 20 25 31 GV metrics have been associated with microvascular complications 15 32 33 as well as increased risk of adverse cardiovascular outcomes in patients with diabetes 19 21 29 25 34. However, there are still unknown aspects regarding the relationships between GV and diabetes complications due to heterogeneity between studies, including the different metrics used to assess this parameter. Therefore, simplifying the assessment is an important aim for healthcare providers to be able to easily calculate and interpret the results.

Short-term GV

CV and SD are the more frequently used intraday GV measures. 13 SD is the rate of dispersion from average glycemia, and CV is the SD divided by the mean glucose. When averaging each daily SD or CV, the mean of within-day daily GV over the stated time period can be estimated. 19 26 Mean of daily differences (MODD), a metric for estimating the interday GV, is calculated as the absolute difference between two glucose values measured at the same time within a 24-hour interval. The higher the MODD score, the larger the interday GV. 26 Mean amplitude glycemic excursion is a traditional measure that takes into account glycemic peaks and nadirs during a day, but considers only fluctuations above 1 SD of average glycemia so it does not detect all the oscillations. 13 35

Other metrics less commonly used are continuous overlapping net glycemic action, average daily risk range, low blood glucose index, glycemic risk assessment diabetes equation, high blood glucose index, mean absolute glucose, averaged glycemic profile, average real variability, root mean square error, variation independent of mean, and residual SD. 26 With an increase in the use of CGM devices, different metrics have become increasingly used in routine clinical practice. Recently, the International Consensus on Time in Range defined glucose targets and the percentage readings within, below and above target range recommended. 30 36 TIR of blood glucose concentration between 70 mg/dL and 180 mg/dL (3.9–10.0 mmol/L) has been popularized as an important metric to be derived from CGM data to classify glycemic management. 30 36 37

Reports can be generated from CGM that will allow the provider to determine TIR and to assess hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, and GV (box 1).

The International Consensus on Use of Continuous Glucose Monitoring recommended CV as the preferred measure and considered SD as a secondary one, but clinicians should become familiar with both methods. 37 The CV is calculated by dividing the SD by the mean glucose and multiplying by 100 to get a percentage. The SD represents the spread in glucose readings around the average or variation. The goal is the lowest SD possible, which would reflect a steady glucose level with minimal swings. The preference of using CV over SD is because SD is highly influenced by the mean glucose—someone with a higher mean glucose will have a higher SD. The CV corrects and normalizes GV. 37 In addition, CV has the advantage of being a metric relative to the mean, which

Box 1 Standardized continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) metrics for clinical care

- Number of days CGM device is worn (recommend 14 days).
- Percentage of time CGM device is active (recommend 70% of data from 14 days).
- Mean glucose.
- Glucose management indicator.
- Glycemic variability (%CV) target ≤36%*.
- Time above range: % of readings and time 181–250 mg/dL (10.1–13.9 mmol/L).
- Time in range: % of readings and time 70–180 mg/dL (3.9–10.0 mmol/L).
- Time below range: % of readings and time 54–69 mg/dL (3.0–3.8 mmol/L).
- Time below range: % of readings and time <54 mg/dL (<3.0 mmol/L).

*Some studies suggest that lower %CV targets (<33%) provide additional protection against hypoglycemia for those receiving insulin or sulfonylureas.

Adapted from the American Diabetes Association Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes 2020. 30

CV, coefficient of variation.
makes it more descriptive of hypoglycemic excursions than SD alone. Current recommendations target a CV of 36% or lower, which is considered a marker of ‘stable’ blood glucose concentration.

**Long-term GV**

Long-term GV considers fluctuations in blood glucose after weeks or months and could be assessed by measuring HbA1c or by long-term fasting and postprandial plasma glucose values determined by SMBG. Long-term GV has been reported in observational studies and meta-analyses to predict diabetic complications in both T1D and T2D. The association between HbA1c variability by different metrics as SD and CV has been strongly associated with microvascular complications and increased cardiovascular disease, as well as increased all-cause mortality, in patients with T2D. In these studies, long-term GV has shown to be a better predictor of adverse outcomes than the average HbA1c.

**GV and tissue damage**

Hyperglycemia increases the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which inactivates nitric oxide (NO), leading to endothelial dysfunction and vascular complications. In addition to sustained hyperglycemia, large fluctuating glucose values impact on changes in endothelial NO synthase. In vitro studies in human umbilical vein endothelial cells reported that increases in nitrotyrosine and 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine, markers of oxidative stress, were more pronounced when they were exposed to intermittent high glucose than in constant high glucose. PKC also increases production of ROS, which decreases NO availability and overproduction of vasoconstrictors such as endothelin-1 and cyclooxygenase-2 expression, molecules involved in platelet aggregation and vasoconstriction. The combination of reduced NO availability and increased vasoconstrictor production has been shown to play a role in the development of vascular atherosclerotic changes.

Hyperglycemia and PKC activation-induced ROS production result in inflammatory changes in the vascular endothelium including monocytes adhesion, formation of foam cells, and activation of major biochemical pathways including polyol pathway flux and increased formation of advanced glycation end products, further contributing to the development of atherosclerosis. In addition, chronic hyperglycemia and exposure of endothelial cells to intermittent high glucose produce an overproduction of several adhesion molecules such as intracellular adhesion molecule-1, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, and E-selectin, which regulate the adhesion of leukocytes to the endothelium, leading to atheroma pathogenesis.

Increasing evidence indicates that high glucose fluctuations also increase oxidative stress in heart tissue and can induce cardiomyocyte apoptosis. In an animal model, Ying and colleagues evaluated markers of tissue oxidative stress in heart ventricles and found that blood glucose fluctuation accelerated cardiac injury via intracellular signal transduction pathways including protein kinase B (Akt), key enzyme in cell death.

**GV and clinical implications**

Diabetes is a leading cause of microvascular complications such as nephropathy, retinopathy and peripheral neuropathy. It is also associated with an accelerating atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease, which accounts for 52% of deaths in patients with T2D and 44% in patients T1D.

Hyperglycemia, among various other factors such as insulin resistance, contributes significantly to the pathogenesis of microvascular and macrovascular complications in diabetes. In addition to sustained hyperglycemia, swings in glucose concentration or GV have been associated with increased rate of microvascular complications. Data from the Diabetes Complications Control Trial clearly showed the positive relationship between higher HbA1c levels and GV and rate of complications. In that study, for every increase in SD of HbA1c by absolute 1%, the HR of both the development and progression of retinopathy increased by more than 100% (HR 2.26 for every absolute 1% increase in HbA1c SD, 95% CI 1.63 to 3.14). More recently, several longitudinal studies in patients with T1D and T2D have confirmed that patients in higher quartiles of HbA1c have increased risk of proliferative retinopathy compared with those in lower quartiles. The risk of nephropathy and albuminuria has also been shown to be remarkably increased (up to 80%) for each increase in SD. In addition, high GV has been shown to increase the risk of peripheral and cardiac autonomic neuropathy.

A large body of evidence has pointed to the relationship between GV and hypoglycemia, with hypoglycemia being more common in patients with increased GV. This risk is increased when the mean blood glucose concentration is low or if deviations around the mean glucose concentrations are large, suggesting the need to reduce short-term GV. This association is more pronounced in patients receiving insulin treatment. In a pooled analysis of six randomized controlled trials of 1699 insulin-treated adult patients with T2D, all measures of GV were significantly associated with on-trial development of hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia, however, is not restricted to insulin use. Sulfonylureas are also associated with increased risk of hypoglycemia, particularly in older patients and those with renal impairment. The frequency of hypoglycemic events in patients with T2D treated with insulin or oral antidiabetic agents increased significantly when the GV exceeded the mean SD value. In a mixed population of people with T2D, the incidence of hypoglycemic events was three to six times greater in patients with a within-day CV of more than 36% compared with a CV less than 36%, irrespective of the type of treatment.
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Table 1  Studies assessing the impact of GV on cardiovascular outcomes in patients with T2D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Patients, population</th>
<th>Follow-up (months)</th>
<th>GV measure, metrics</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADVANCE</td>
<td>4399, T2D</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>FG and HbA1c visit-to-visit variation (CV)</td>
<td>Combined macrovascular and microvascular events and all-cause mortality</td>
<td>Increased HbA1c visit-to-visit variation was associated with increased risk of vascular events (p&lt;0.01, HR 1.64, 1.05–2.55), macrovascular events (p=0.02), and mortality (p&lt;0.001, HR 3.31, 1.57–6.98). FG visit-to-visit variation was associated with increased risk of CV events (p&lt;0.001, HR 2.70, 1.65–4.42) and macrovascular (p=0.005) and microvascular (p&lt;0.001) events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVOTE 2</td>
<td>7586, T2D</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>SMBG (SD)</td>
<td>MACE, severe hypoglycemia</td>
<td>GV was associated with severe hypoglycemia: HR 4.11 (3.15–5.35); MACE: HR 1.36 (1.12–1.65); and all-cause mortality: HR 1.58 (1.23–2.03).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takahashi et al⁵⁰</td>
<td>417, ACS</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>CGM (MAGE)</td>
<td>MACCE</td>
<td>MAGE was associated with increased MACCE (23.5% vs 11.6%, p=0.002) and was an independent predictor of poor prognosis (p=0.045, HR 1.84, 1.01–3.36).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerbaud et al⁵²</td>
<td>327, ACS</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>SMBG (SD)</td>
<td>MACE</td>
<td>GV cut-off of &gt;2.70 mmol/L was the strongest independent predictive factor of MACE: OR 2.21 (1.64–0.98), p&lt;0.001.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VADT Zhou et al⁶¹</td>
<td>1791, T2D</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>FG and HbA1c (CV, ARV)</td>
<td>MACCE</td>
<td>CV and ARV of FG were significantly associated with CVD: CV glucose: p=0.003, OR 1.162 (1.054–1.281); ARV glucose: p=0.0006, OR 1.168 (1.069–1.275).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEART2D Siegelaar et al⁶²</td>
<td>1115, AMI</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>SMBG (MAGE, MAG, SD)</td>
<td>MACCE</td>
<td>No association between GV and CVD. MAG p=0.57, MAGE p=0.49 and SD p=0.52.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGAMI 2 Mellbin et al⁶³</td>
<td>578, AMI</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>BG (RMSE)</td>
<td>Mortality, stroke, reinfarction</td>
<td>No association between GV and complications. Composite endpoint: RMSE p=0.28, HR 1.09 (0.93–1.27), mortality p=0.21, HR 1.14 (0.93–1.38).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACS, acute coronary syndrome; ADVANCE, Action in Diabetes and Vascular Disease; AMI, acute myocardial infarction; ARV, average real variability; BG, blood glucose; CGM, continuous glucose monitoring; CV, coefficient of variation; CVD, cardiovascular disease; DEVOTE 2, Degludec vs Insulin Glargine in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes at High Risk of Cardiovascular Events; DIGAMI 2, Diabetes Mellitus, Insulin Glucose Infusion in Acute Myocardial Infarction; FG, fasting glucose; GV, glycemic variability; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; HEART2D, Hyperglycemia and Its Effect after Acute Myocardial Infarction on Cardiovascular Outcomes in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus; MACCE, major adverse cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events; MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; MAG, mean absolute glucose; MAGE, mean amplitude of glycemic excursions; RMSE, root mean square error; SMBG, self-monitored blood glucose; T2D, type 2 diabetes; VADT, Veteran Affairs Diabetes Trial.

with oral diabetes drugs or insulin.⁵⁷ Similarly, in a short-term study (4 weeks) using CGM in 231 subjects with T2D without insulin therapy treated with oral hypoglycemic agents including sulfonylureas, a higher CV >40% was significantly associated with a glucose level of <70 mg/dL.⁶⁶

GV and cardiovascular disease

Sustained hyperglycemia measured by high HbA1c or by CGM and increased GV are important factors associated with cardiovascular outcomes in patients with T2D.⁲¹ ⁳⁴ ⁴⁶ Clinical studies and meta-analyses have shown that GV is positively associated with macrovascular complications and mortality (table 1), independently of the HbA1c level. A meta-analysis by Gorst et al⁶⁰ reported the association between HbA1c variability and microvascular and macrovascular complications and mortality. High HbA1c variability among patients with T1D was associated with increased risk of renal disease (risk ratio 1.56, 95% CI 1.08 to 2.25), cardiovascular events (1.98, 1.39 to 2.82), and retinopathy (2.11, 1.54 to 2.89). In the same meta-analysis were included 13 studies of patients with T2D, where higher HbA1c variability was associated with higher risk of renal disease (1.34, 1.15 to 1.57), macrovascular events (1.21, 1.06 to 1.38), ulceration/gangrene (1.50, 1.06 to 2.12), cardiovascular disease (1.27, 1.15 to 1.40), and mortality (1.34, 1.18 to 1.53).⁵⁰ A post-hoc analysis of the ADVANCE (Action in Diabetes and Vascular Disease) clinical trial³¹ reported on the effect of visit-to-visit variability in HbA1c and fasting glucose every 3 months for 24 months on major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE)—death from cardiovascular causes, non-fatal myocardial infarction or non-fatal stroke—in patients with T2D. They found that fasting GV was associated with both macrovascular and microvascular events and that HbA1c variability was positively associated with risk of macrovascular events.²¹

Similarly, DEVOTE 2 (Degludec vs Insulin Glargine in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes at High Risk of Cardiovascular Events)⁶⁹ analyzed day-to-day fasting GV in patients with T2D at high risk of cardiovascular events, based on
the SD of the 3-day SMBG before visit each month. This study reported on the associations of day-to-day fasting GV by SMBG with severe hypoglycemia and cardiovascular outcomes. High day-to-day fasting GV was significantly associated with severe hypoglycemia, MACE, and all-cause mortality; risks raised 2.7-fold, 1.2-fold and 1.4-fold, respectively, when fasting GV was duplicated.

Several recent studies have investigated the influence of GV on prognosis and predictor of cardiovascular disease in patients with acute coronary syndrome. Taka-hashi et al explored the effect of GV on the incidence of major adverse cardiovascular and in patients with acute coronary syndrome who underwent percutaneous coronary intervention. Patients wore a CGM system from admission with a mean period of follow-up of 39 months. They reported that GV was an independent predictive factor of poor prognosis, with the high GV group having significantly lower event-free survival rates. Gerbaud et al reported that in patients with diabetes and acute coronary syndrome, a GV cut-off value of >2.70 mmol/L (49 mg/dL) was the strongest independent predictive factor of MACE, including new onset of myocardial infarction, acute heart failure and cardiac death.

A post-hoc analysis of the Veteran Affairs Diabetes Trial investigated the association between GV by fasting glucose and HbA1c with cardiovascular disease. This study measured long-term GV in 1791 individuals by GV and average real variability for fasting glucose and HbA1c taken every 3 months for up to 84 months. The results showed a significant association between variability of fasting glucose and cardiovascular disease even after adjusting for different risk factors, including mean fasting glucose. Conversely, the association was not present for HbA1c variability.

Despite most studies reporting a positive relationship, some publications have reported lack of association between GV and cardiovascular disease. The HEART2D study (Hyperglycemia and Its Effect after Acute Myocardial Infarction on Cardiovascular Outcomes in Patients with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus) reported no difference in GV in patients who experienced cardiovascular events and those without events. This trial investigated differences between two insulin treatment strategies on time until first combined cardiovascular event (a composite of cardiovascular death, non-fatal myocardial infarction, non-fatal stroke, coronary revascularization or hospitalization for acute coronary syndrome) in patients with recent acute myocardial infarction. An analysis to assess the effect of intraday GV from 7-point SMBG reported no difference on cardiovascular outcomes despite reduced intraday GV and postprandial hyperglycemia. Similarly, the DIGAMI study (Diabetes Mellitus, Insulin Glucose Infusion in Acute Myocardial Infarction) reported no relationship between GV and acute cardiovascular complications in 578 patients with T2D. The authors reported lack of association between GV during the initial phase during hospitalization or in the composite of mortality, non-fatal stroke and reinfarction after 1 year of follow-up. Furthermore, the FLAT-SUGAR trial compared the effect of rapid-acting insulin with a glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor agonist (GLP-1RA) on GV in patients treated with basal insulin. They reported that GLP1-RA resulted in significant reductions in GV determined by CGM compared with prandial insulin. Despite the improvement in GV, there was no statistically significant difference in cardiac arrhythmias, cardiovascular risk biomarkers or severe hypoglycemia events.

CONCLUSIONS
GV is defined by the measurement of fluctuations in glycemic metrics, either short-term (within-day and between-day variability) or long-term GV, which is usually based on serial measurements over a longer period of time, usually involving HbA1c as well as fasting and postprandial plasma glucose values. During the past three decades, HbA1c, a measure of sustained hyperglycemia, has been the main target to assess response to diabetes treatment based on the positive association between poor glycemic control and acute and long-term complications of diabetes, and that reduction in HbA1c leads to lower rates in diabetic complications. In recent years, increasing information indicates that short-term and long-term glycemic fluctuations have greater deleterious effects on the development of diabetic complications. The results of experimental and clinical studies demonstrate that glucose fluctuations are associated with oxidative stress, endothelial dysfunction, and inflammation, factors traditionally associated with the pathogenesis of microvascular and macrovascular diseases. However, clear data confirming GV as an independent risk factor of diabetic complications are still lacking. Therefore, in clinical practice, a global antidiabetic strategy should be aimed at reducing to a minimum the different components of dysglycemia, including HbA1c, fasting and postprandial glucose, as well as GV.

By providing frequent blood glucose concentration measurements in a continuous-time fashion, minimally invasive CGM sensors are becoming an increasingly adopted technology for the management of patients with T1D and T2D. By providing real-time information on glucose concentration and trend, CGM sensors have been shown to improve glycemic control, reduce hypoglycemia incidence, and decrease GV. A recent consensus conference suggested that relevant CGM data should include not only glucose levels but also various glucose metrics such as TIR, patterns of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, and GV. Future prospective randomized clinical trials using CGM devices are needed to evaluate the role of GV in the development of cardiovascular complications in patients with diabetes.
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